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The development of fertilized Japanese medaka eggs was investigated at the molecular 
level by near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy. It is a nondestructive technique for the structural as 
well as qualitative analysis of molecular compositions in an egg cell.1–3 Changes in chemical 
components such as proteins and lipids content, in yolk sphere, oil droplets, head, body, and eye 
were studied through embryonic development. Day-dependent and place-dependent variations in 
lipids and proteins in medaka fish eggs were investigated from the first day after fertilization to 
just before hatching (JBH). Principal component analysis (PCA) and Linear discriminate analysis 
(LDA) were used to analyze the growth of fertilized eggs at the molecular level. PCA can separate 
not only yolk and embryo part by PC1 but also can separate yolk part from eye and head parts by 
PC2 by proteins and lipids peaks. NIR imaging provides visually several interesting information 
in the contents of proteins and lipids in the eggs. It also shows that the concentrations of proteins 
and lipids in yolk sphere are high in the early stage and later stage of embryo development. The 
yolk components were shown to have a specific function at the very early and final stage. It has 
also been found that the volume of oil droplets and yolk spheres decrease as an egg develops. This 
study shows the ability of NIR for applying in the practical way for studied about the growth of 
fertilized eggs. 
